
 
 
 
 

 ‘ A Gift of  

the Gods’

The vast, flat, sea level Yucatan Peninsula of eastern 
Mexico, home of the lowland Maya, reflects its geog-
raphy in hot and humid weather for much of the year. 
Although Maya architecture is perhaps best known for 
its monumental stone buildings, temples, and pyramids, 
the family dwellings of the people are light and airy and 
furnished sparely with light furniture to cope with the 
heat and humidity. Thus the Yucatan hammock serves as 
both bed and lounge chair and furnishes the user with 
comfortable support and a maximum flow of cooling air 
around the body. Considered by the Maya to be a gift of 
the Gods, these hand-woven hammock designs  
have been in use for hundreds of years.

Early in the last century commercial cotton string became 
available and was very popular for its softness and ability 
to be dyed in a rainbow of colors with commercial dyes, 
which became available at about the same time. Today’s 
hammock makers have continued these adaptations  
with an even wider variety of string sizes, gauges, 
weaving patterns and colors. While the woven body of 
the hammocks is still made of cotton for comfort, end 
strings, known as “brazos” or “arms” are often made  
of nylon for extra strength. A properly made Yucatan 
hammock with ample body width and high count end 
strings is remarkably strong and will easily hold several  
hundred pounds.

Yucatan hammocks are woven in patterns specifically 
designed for use and comfort. These ancient patterns 
function much better than weaving patterns developed 
for other uses, such as fishing nets or cargo freight nets. 
Each hammock is woven by hand on an upright wooden 
hammock loom. Whole families often participate in this 
craft, which has been handed down from generation to 
generation.

Their unique design and fabrication provide the comfort 
and support for which Yucatan hammocks are known.  
The tightly spun cotton string woven into the body of 

the hammock creates a web, which conforms to your 
body, providing gentle support and great stability.  
The Yucatan hammocks are designed to be lain in 
crosswise—that is with your head on one side and  
feet on the other side, not end-to-end as in other  
hammock designs. 

Grading, sorting for size and ordering hammocks woven 
to our own specifications, are advantages offered by  
Whole  Earth  Provision  Co.  The quality of our Yucatan 
hammocks are always guaranteed. Should you have the 
opportunity to purchase a hammock in the Yucatan or 
elsewhere, examine it carefully as size and quality vary 
considerably.

Hammocks make great flexible furniture. Indoors, they 
can be used as a couch, bed, or almost anything you can 
think of, just by placing eye-screws in any wall stud or 
ceiling joist. Outside, hammocks are great on patios and 
decks.  When you go camping or picnicking take them 
with you to hang from trees for sleeping and lounging.

Our hammocks provide you with the closest thing to 
weightlessness this side of outer space! Relax and  
float free!
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Where can it be hung?

Almost anywhere! Indoors—hooks can be placed in any wall stud 
or ceiling joist. Outdoors—the hammock can be tied from two 
trees, from a single long sturdy limb on a tree (such as a live oak), 
or hooks can be placed in any secure wall or fence. The design of 
these hammocks also allows them to be suspended from a single 
point when two points cannot be found.

How do you use it?

To enter the hammock, back up to it, pull the far side well above 
your head (so that it hangs down to about chest level) then lie back 
(either laterally or diagonally), pull in your feet and position yourself 
as comfortably as possible.

For relaxing or reading lie crosswise to the long axis and stretch the 
material from head to feet. This crosswise, or lateral, orientation 
allows a measure of upright support.

For sleeping, lie diagonally to the long axis—that is half-way  
between end-to-end and side-to-side. This diagonal orientation  
is best for sleeping because it enables you to lie flat, supporting 
your body horizontally to the ground, with no bowing of your back. 
To get out, simply lower your feet to the ground and stand up.

Couldn’t you fall out in your sleep?

Not likely. The crosswise, or diagonal position in the hammock 
means that no matter how restlessly you roll or toss and turn in 
your sleep, you will have plenty of hammock material stretching 
over your sides. 

How long will my hammock last?

With common sense care, your hammock should last for many 
years. We know of some that are still going strong after fifteen 
years. They should not be left outdoors for long stretches of time, 
especially in the rain. Cut, broken, or burned cords can be repaired 
by knotting the ends.

Is it washable?

Yes. Grasp each end loop and stretch the hammock to its full 
length. Bind the end cords and body at about six inch intervals  
(see picture) to keep them from tangling. Gently hand wash in  
cold water with mild detergent. Rinse thoroughly, remove  
binding strings, then hang it stretched to dry.

How do you store it?

To store your hammock, grasp the end loops and twist each end 
in opposite directions until the entire length of the hammock is 
twisted tightly. You can do this alone, with one loop attached to  
the hanger, or with a partner. When it is twisted, hold both end 
loops together above your head, so that it is clear of the ground. 
The hammock will spin and wrap around itself like of skein of  
knitting yarn. You can then hang it by the end loops from one  
hook (if it is indoors) or tie with cord in a couple of places,  
tuck in the loops and store.

What are Hammocks made of?

The body of the hammock is hand woven from 100% cotton, which 
gives superior comfort-especially in hot, humid weather. The end 
strings are nylon for greater strength.

We favor Yucatan hammocks that are brightly multi-colored with 
no two exactly alike. Reds, blues, yellows, and oranges tend to 
predominate. The traditional “matrimonial” hammock (our XL)  
is natural unbleached cotton.

What are the differences in the sizes?

We offer our Yucatan hammocks in three sizes: large, extra large, 
and extra-extra large. These sizes are variations on choices most 
favored by the Yucatecans themselves. Their size of choice is  
usually our XL or XXL which can accommodate a minimum of  
two adults.  Both these sizes are also excellent for one person.

Since these hammocks are lain in crosswise or diagonally, instead 
of end-to-end, the size difference is mainly in the width.  The hang-
ing space required for all three sizes of the Yucatan hammocks we 
offer (including end strings) is about 10 to 12 feet.  A longer space 
can be accommodated with rope or webbing extensions.

How should a hammock be hung?

The preferred method for hanging these hammocks requires  
hardware that can be purchased at your local hardware store:  
rope thimbles, S-hooks (or carabiners), and lengths of strong  
rope or webbing.

Rope thimbles can be placed in the end loops of the hammock to 
prevent wear and possible breakage of loop strings—which can 
occur if the metal hook is in direct contact with loop end strings. 
If hardware is unavailable the rope can be tied directly to the loop 
using a hammock hitch. To hang correctly and not fray loop strings, 
the hammock should not be hooked directly over a stationary  
object or wall hook.

Suspend the hammock to hang symmetrically, with both ends at the 
same height, using two equal lengths of rope. The hammock should 
sag somewhat in the center, but not so much as to be uncomfort-
able to lie in, or so much that it scrapes the ground when in use.

Frequently  
Asked Questions


